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ABSTRACT

netic heads in a multi-head disc drive which includes a

four quadrant balanced circuit and which responds to
the peak amplitudes of dibits recorded in servo tracks
on the discs of a prerecorded servo disc pack as read by
the various heads to produce, without offset errors,
digital signals representative of individual head mis
alignments; the system being insensitive to distortions of
waveform. The system can also be used to provide an

analog position signal to a feedback servo mechanism
for positioning the head, or heads, which is insensitive
to waveform distortions and to baseline shift due to
write recovery.
6 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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MAGNETC DISC DRIVE HEAD ALGNMENT
SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

2

adjusted to a position at which the digital output signal
for that head indicates precise alignment.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A head alignment system is provided which responds
to dibits from a magnetic head in a disc drive which is
sensing a servo disc pack, two complemented series of
dibit signals being sensed by the system, which are of
equal amplitude when the head is properly aligned, but
10 which have different amplitudes when the head is mis
aligned. The system of the invention includes a four
quadrant balanced circuit which senses four distinct
peak amplitudes of the dibit signals for each measure
ment, and the system performs an algebraic addition
15 and subtraction of the four peak amplitudes to provide
an analog signal, free from offset errors, which is repre
sentative of head misalignment. The resulting analog
signal is preferably transformed into a digital output
which may be appropriately displayed, so that the
20 proper adjustments may be made to the head to bring it
into precise alignment with the servo head and in pre
cise tracking relationship with its disc.
5

Magnetic disc drives for recording digital data are
well known to the art. In such drives it is desirable to
achieve the highest recording density possible, such
recording density being a function of both the number
of annular tracks per radial inch of disc surface and the
number of bits per inch along each track. The optimum
number of tracks on the individual discs is dependent on
the precision of the head positioning system and on the
precision in the alignment of the various read/write
heads in the disc drive. The system of the present inven
tion provides for the precise alignment of each of the
read/write heads in the disc drive so that an optimum
number of tracks per radial inch of the individual discs
may be achieved.
The discs incorporated into present-day disc drives
are usually referred to as a disc pack, and these discs are
stacked one above the other to be sensed by a plurality
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
of magnetic read/write heads mounted in vertical align
ment and positioned by a single actuator. In one type of 25 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the head alignment sys
present-day head positioning system used in disc drives, tem of the present invention coupled to a typical disc
one of the heads (servo disc surface) and one disc sur drive;
face are dedicated to the generation of dibit position
FIGS. 2 and 3 are schematic circuit diagrams of the
signals for an associated servo system. A plurality of head alignment system of the invention in one of its
servo tracks are recorded in concentric circles on the 30 embodiments; and
dedicated servo disc surface, and the servo head pro
FIG. 4 is a series of curves useful in explaining the
duces the dibit signals which are indicative of the rela operation of the portion of the system shown in FIG. 2.
tive position of the servo head and the servo tracks.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
For interchangeability of the disc packs, the various
ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENT
tracks recorded on each of the disc surfaces must be 35
closely aligned with the pre-recorded servo tracks on
In the system shown in FIG. 1, a typical disc drive is
the dedicated servo disc surface so that the readback of
illustrated which includes a disc pack 10 on which a
the data from each disc pack is possible on recorders stack of magnetic recording discs 12 are supported, the
other than the one on which the data was recorded.
disc pack being rotated by a motor drive (not shown).
When the servo head is held in registry with the servo The disc drive also includes a stack of magnetic read/tracks on the dedicated servo disc surface, and the re write heads 14 which are mounted on a common Sup
maining read/write heads are aligned with the servo port 16. Each read/write head 18 is supported on the
head, the remaining heads will be properly positioned end of an arm 20 which is attached to the common
over the corresponding data tracks on other disc sur support 16. A linear motor 22 is coupled to the common
faces. As mentioned above, an objective of the present 45 support 16, and this motor is actuated to move all of the
invention is to provide a system which enables the re heads in the stack 14 radially with respect to the corre
maining magnetic heads to be precisely aligned with the sponding discs 12 to predetermined radial positions
servo head, so that they will all be properly positioned with respect to the disc. It is usual practice for one of
with respect to the data tracks on the other disc sur the heads 18 to be associated with a servo disc included
50 in the stack of discs 12 and, as mentioned above, to read
faces.
The normal procedure for assuring that the read/- the servo tracks on the dedicated surface of the servo
write heads are in vertical alignment is to place a disc disc to generate dibit signals which are used to assure
pack into the disc drive which has pre-recorded and that all the read/write heads in the stack will be prop
precisely positioned servo tracks on all the disc sur erly positioned with respect to the data tracks on the
faces. Such pre-recorded servo disc packs are commer 55 other discs of the pack. In such a system, it is clear that
cially available for use in head alignment and are usually all of the heads must be properly aligned with the servo
referred to as "CE" (Customer Engineer) packs. By head to assure that when different disc packs are in
reading the signals from the individual heads, as the serted into the disc drive, they will continue properly to
heads read the various servo tracks, and by feeding such track the data tracks.
signals to a display device, each head can be adjusted 60 As also mentioned above, for head alignment pur
until it is in precise tracking engagement with the tracks poses, the data disc pack is replaced by a servo disc
pack, on which dibit servo tracks are recorded on all the
on the surface of the corresponding disc.
The present invention, as mentioned above, provides discs, to be sensed by the read/write heads normally
a system for reading dibit signals generated by the vari used for reading and writing data on the discs. With the
ous heads of a disc drive, as these heads read the various 65 servo disc pack in place, the read/write heads are each
servo tracks on the pre-recorded servo disc pack, and it sensed as they track the servo information on the servo
provides digital outputs representative of any misalign discs, and the system of the invention is used to assure
ments of the various heads. Each head can then be

that all the read/write heads are properly aligned with
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4.
nals of the comparator U608 are connected respectively

3
the servo head. Whenever a misalignment of a read/write head is indicated, its arm 20 is adjusted with re
spect to the common support 16 until alignment is

to 10kilo-ohm resistors R620 and R621, which are re

spectively connected to the resistors R615 and R616.
The output terminals of the comparator U608 are also
respectively connected through 1 kilo-ohm resistors
R619 and R612 to the positive terminal of a 5 volt unidi
rectional potential source. These output terminals are
also coupled to a second comparator U610 through
respective 0.01 microfarad coupling capacitors C620

achieved.

As shown in FIG. 1, the output of any one of the
read/write heads 18, as it senses a servo track on the

servo disc may be connected to a preamplifier 24. As
the dibit signals are amplified in preamplifier 24. So long
as the particular head is properly tracking the corre
sponding servo tracks, the peak amplitudes of each of
the segments, making up the dibits are the same. How
ever, any misalignment of a head causes the peak ampli
tudes of the two segments of the dibit signal to be differ

the head reads the dibits recorded in the servo tracks,

ent.

10

The resistors are connected to the respective inputs of
comparator U610, and to respective grounded 10 kilo
15

The system of the present invention involves a dibit
processing circuit 28, which will be described in detail
in conjunction with FIG. 2, and which, as stated above,
incorporates a four quadrant balanced circuit for exam
ining the relative peak amplitudes of the two segments 20
of the dibit signal so that any misalignment of the head
may be sensed. The balanced nature of the four quad
rant balanced circuit cancels out all offsets, so that no
offset correction is necessary.
The output of the -dibit processing circuit 28 in the 25
illustrated embodiment is applied to an analog-to-digital
converter 30, to be described in conjunction with FIG.
3, and the digital output from the converter is fed to a
digital display device 32. The display device 32 indi
cates with high precision any misalignments of the head 30
being tested, and appropriate adjustments may be made
to the corresponding arm 20 so that the reading on the
digital readout device is reduced to zero, which indi
cates that the head is properly aligned.
It is evident that the output of the dibit processing 35
circuit 28 may be used in normal operation of the disc
drive, and in conjunction with the servo head, to pro
vide an analog signal to an appropriate servo mecha
nism to maintain the servo head properly centered on

the corresponding servo tracks.

Each servo track of each disc of the servo disc pack

comprises, in reality, two adjacent tracks which are
known as the even servo track (E) and the odd servo
track (O).
The dibits sensed by the head being tested from the
even servo track (E) are designated by the curve E in
FIG. 4, and the dibits sensed by the head from the adja
cent odd servo track (0) are represented by curve 0. The
resulting dibit signal derived from the output of pream
plifier 24 is shown in curve A in FIG. 4.
The dibit signals E and O derived from the head
being tested are applied to a linear amplifier U606 in the
circuit of FIG. 2 (which constitutes preamplifier 24)
through a filter network including a pair of 0.1 micro
farad series capacitors C601 and C602, which are
shunted by a pair of 1 kilo-ohm resistors R601 and
R602, whose common junction is connected to ground.
The filter also includes a pair of 330 ohm series resistors

R608 and R609, and a 33 picofarad shunting capacitor
C613. Automatic gain control is provided for the linear
amplifier U606 by a solid state element Q601 which may
be of the type designated 2N4869A.
The output A and its complement A of linear ampli
fier U606 are applied to the inputs of a comparator U608
through 1 kilo-ohm resistors R615, R616, and through
0.01 microfarad coupling capacitors C617 and C618.
The capacitors are respectively connected to grounded
10 kilo-ohm resistors R617 and R618. The output termi

and C622, and 10 kilo-ohm resistors R628 and R629.

ohm resistors R625 and R626, the resistors being
shunted by a 330 picofarad capacitor C621. The cir
cuitry of comparators U608 and U610 constitutes bal
anced gating circuitry for four peak detector circuits to
be described.
The gating circuitry of the comparators U608 and
U610 provide for a quadrature shift of the output signal
from the linear amplifier U606 which is independent of
frequency. As illustrated, the gating circuitry is com
pletely balanced. The linear amplifier U606 produces a
waveform A (FIG. 4) at one of its outputs, and a com
plement A of that signal at its other output. The signals
are applied to comparator U608 which produces an
output signal B (FIG. 4) at one of its outputs, and the
complement B of output signal B at its other output.
These signals are applied across capacitor C621 to pro
duce the waveform C (FIG. 4) which is applied to
comparator U610, so that the comparator U610 pro
vides an output D (FIG. 4) at one of its output termi
nals, and the complement D of output D at the other of
its output terminals. As shown in FIG. 4, the output D
is shifted 90 in phase with respect to the output B. It is
particulaly important to notice that this phase shift is
independent of the frequency of the dibit signal. Be
cause of this frequency independence, the system may
be used with many different disc drives without adjust
ment.
The output D from comparator U610 is applied to
"nor' gates U611A and U611B, and the complement
output D of comparator U610 is applied to "nor' gates

U611C and U611D. The complement output B of com
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parator U608 is applied to "nor' gates U611A and
U611C, and the output (B) of comparator U608 is ap
plied to "nor' gates U611D and U611B.
"Nor” gate U611A provides gating pulses E (FIG. 4)
which are timed to occur at the same time as the peaks
d in waveform A. "Nor' gate U611C provides gating
pulses F (FIG. 4) which occur at the same time as the
peaks a in the waveform A of FIG. 4. "Nor' gate

U611D provides gating pulses G (FIG. 4) which are
timed with the peaks b of the waveform A; and "nor'
gate U611B produces a pulse signal H (FIG. 4) which
occur in time with the peaks c of waveform A in FIG.
4.
The output (A) (FIG. 4) of linear amplifier U606 is
introduced to one of the inputs of operational amplifiers
U612 and U613 through a 0.1 microfarad coupling ca
pacitor C616, and the signal appears across a grounded

2.2 kilo-ohm resistor R634. The complement output (A)

65

from linear amplifier U606 is introduced through a 0.1
microfarad capacitor C619 to the inputs of operational
amplifiers U614 and U615, and this latter signal appears
across a 2.2 kilo-ohm grounded resistor R638. The other

input of operational amplifier U612 is connected to a
grounded 0.1 microfarad capacitor C627, and the other
input terminal of operational amplifier U613 is con

5
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nected to a grounded 0.1 microfarad capacitor C628.
The other input of operational amplifier U614 is con
nected to a grounded 0.1 microfarad capacitor C629,
and the other input of operational amplifier U615 is
connected to a 0.1 microfarad grounded capacitor
C630.

The output of "nor' gate U611A is connected
through a diode CR604 and through a diode CR612 to
grounded capacitor C627, and the output of operational
amplifier U612 is fed through a diode CR605 to the
junction of diodes CR604 and CR612. This latter junc
tion is connected to the positive terminal of the 5 volt
unidirectional potential source through a 470 ohm resis
tor R636. The circuitry of operational amplifier U612
functions as a peak detector sample and hold circuit, so
that capacitor C627 is charged to a voltage correspond
ing to the voltage of the peaks d of waveform A of FIG.
4. In like manner, capacitor C628 is charged to a voltage
corresponding to the amplitude of peak a of the wave
form of curve A of FIG. 4; whereas capacitor C629 is
charged to a voltage corresponding to the peak b of
waveform A of FIG. 4, and capacitor C630 is charged

6

waveform A of FIG. 4, and is independent of actual
amplitude. Also, by sensing all four peaks of waveform
A of FIG. 4, rather than merely two peaks, as is the case
in the usual prior art system, the output of amplifier
U616 is not sensitive to distortion of waveform of the

dibits O and E of FIG. 4, and is not subject to offset
errorS.

The automatic gain control voltage for the solid state
device Q601 is supplied by an operational amplifier
10 U617, whose output terminal is connected to the nega
tive terminal of the 5 volt unidirectional voltage source
through a 10 kilo-ohm resistor R657 and a 15 kilo-ohm
resistor R658. The junction of these resistors is con
nected back to the gate electrode of element Q601, as
15 shown.
Capacitor C627 and capacitor C628 are connected
through respective 49.9 kilo-ohm resistors R642 and
R646 to one of the input terminals of operational ampli
fier U617; and capacitors C629 and C630 are connected
through respective 49.9 kilo-ohm resistors R647 and
R645 to the same input terminal. The input terminal is
also connected to the negative terminal of the 5 volt
to a voltage corresponding to the amplitude of peak c of unidirectional voltage source through a 49.9 kilo-ohm
waveform A of FIG. 4.
resistor R648. The other input terminal of amplifier
The voltage across capacitor C627 is introduced to 25 U617 is connected to a grounded 10 kilo-ohm resistor
one of the inputs of operational amplifier U616 through R649. The output of the operational amplifier U617 is
a 49.9 kilo-ohm resistor R640, and the voltage across connected back to the first input through a 3.3 megohm
capacitor C628 is introduced to the other input of oper resistor R652 which is shunted by a 0.1 microfarad
ational amplifier U616 through a 49.9 kilo-ohm resistor capacitor C631. The circuitry associated with amplifier
R643. The voltage across capacitor C629 is introduced 30 U617 causes it to produce at its output a signal corre
to the second input of operational amplifier U616 sponding to the algebraic sum of the peak amplitudes a,
through a 49.9 kilo-ohm resistor R644; and the voltage b, c and d of the waveform A of FIG. 4, and this voltage
across capacitor C630 is introduced to the first input of is used for AGC purposes.
operational amplifier U616 through a 49.9 kilo-ohm
The complement output B of comparator U608 is also
resistor R641.

The output of operational amplifier U616 is con
nected back to the input through a 280 kilo-ohm resistor
R654 which is shunted by a 0.01 microfarad capacitor
C633. Resistor R654 is shunted by a solid state CMOS

switch U607A and a 30.9 kilo-ohm resistor R653. The

35 connected to the emitter electrode of a PNP transistor

Q603 which may be of the type designated 2N2907, and

the output B of comparator U608 is also connected to
the emitter of a PNP transistor Q604 which also may be
of the type designated 2N2907. The base of transistor
Q603 is coupled to one input of "nor' gate U611C, and
to one input of "nor' gate U611A, through a 0.01 mi
crofarad capacitor C625, which capacitor is also con
nected through a 100 kilo-ohm resistor R633 to the base
of transistor Q604. The base of transistor Q604 is also
coupled through a 0.01 microfarad capacitor C626 to an
input of "nor' gate U611D and an input of "nor' gate
U611B, and this capacitor is also connected through a

other input of operational amplifier U616 is connected
to a grounded 0.01 microfarad capacitor C634 and to a
grounded 280 kilo-ohm resistor R655. The resistor R655
is shunted, by a 30.9 kilo-ohm reistor R656 and a CMOS
switch U607B. The CMOS switches U607A, U607B are 45
actuated by a control signal HDAO6 to increase the
sensitivity of the system for fine adjustments of the head
being tested. Amplifier U616 produces an analog output 100 kilo-ohm resistor R632 to the base of transistor
which is applied to the circuit of FIG. 3 through a 150 Q603.
ohm resistor R659.
50
The collector of transistor Q603 is connected through
The circuitry associated with operational amplifier a diode CR616 and through a 33 kilo-ohm resistor R650
U616 is such that the output of that amplifier is the to one input of operational amplifier U616; and the
differential of the algebraic sum of peaks "a" and "b" collector of transistor Q604 is connected through a
and the algebraic sum of peaks 'c' and "d" of wave diode CR617 and through a 22 kilo-ohm resistor R651
form A of FIG. 4. It is evident that so long as the head 55 to the other input of operational amplifier U616.
being tested is aligned with the servo tracks, the output
The transistors Q603 and Q604 serve to prevent false .
of the operational amplifier U616 is zero. However, readings by the system in the event the misalignments of
should the head be misaligned in a direction such that the head being tested are in excess of a predetermined
the amplitude of dibit waveform E is greater than the maximum. Without the circuit of these transistors, ex
amplitude of waveform O, a positive voltage will ap 60 cessive head misalignments would cause the system to
pear at the output of the operational amplifier; and if the lose track and the analog outputs of operational ampli
head becomes misaligned in the opposite direction so fier tend towards zero giving a false indication that the
that the amplitude of the dibit waveform O is greater head is on track. The transistor circuit is such that an
than the amplitude of the Edibit waveform, a negative excessive head misalignment in one direction causes the
output will appear from amplifier U616.
65 operational amplifier U616 to produce a maximum neg
Because of the automatic gain control of amplifier ative analog output, and an excessive head misalign
U606, the positive or negative output of amplifier U616 ment in the other direction causes the amplifier U616 to
is at all times proportional to the ratio of the peaks of produce a maximum positive analog signal.

4,477,849
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is connected through a diode CR603 to the base of an
NPN transistor Q602 which may be of the type desig
nated 2N2222. The emitter of transistor Q602 is
grounded, and the base and collector are connected to
the positive terminal of the 5 volt unidirectional source
through a 10 kilo-ohm resistor R630 and through a 3.3
kilo-ohm resistor R631 respectively.

7
As described above, comparator U608 produces a
square wave B (FIG. 4) at one of its outputs and the

complement at its other output. These signals are ap
plied respectively to the emitters of transistors Q603,
Q604. During normal operation the positive and nega
tive half cycles of each of the square waves are substan
tially equal.
The base of transistor Q603 is connected back to the

output of comparator U608 through resistor R632; and
the base of transistor Q604 is connected back to the
complement output of comparator U608 through resis
tor R633. Therefore, so long as the positive and nega
tive half cycles of each of the signals are substantially
equal the transistors Q603 and Q604 are non-conductive
and the system operates normally.

10

15

Accordingly, whenever the analog signal from the
circuit of FIG. 2 is different from the binary coded
digital signal D0-D5 applied to integrated circuit U601,
an error signal develops, which causes comparator
U609 to produce an output. This output is amplified by
transistor Q602, and is fed back to an up-down counter

(not shown) which causes the counter to count up or
down, depending upon the sign as indicated by signal

D7. The counter counts until the binary coded digital
signal D0-D5 applied to integrated circuit U601 corre
sponds to the analog output of the circuit of FIG. 2, and
the resulting binary coded digital signal is applied to the
20 display 32. It will be appreciated that when the head
being tested is misaligned, the circuit of FIG. 2 will
generate an analog output, and that output is converted
into a binary coded digital signal by the circuit of FIG.
analog output of optimum value.
The particular circuit is designed so that the circuit of 3, so that the digital display 32 will display, for example,
transistor Q603 or the transistor Q604 produce an over 25 a decimal number representing the amount of misalign
riding output to cause optimum positive or negative ment of the particular head. The head is then adjusted
analog output to be produced by operational amplifier until that number is reduced to zero, at which time the
U616 when the inequality between the positive and head is aligned with the servo tracks on the CE servo
negative half cycles of the signals referred to above disc.
30
The invention provides, therefore, a relatively simple
exceeds a ratio of 4:1.
The analog output from the circuit of FIG. 2 is ap circuit and system for use in conjunction with disc
plied to an analog-digital converter circuit shown in drives, to permit the heads in the disc drive to be pre
FIG. 3. The circuit of FIG. 3 is a usual analog-digital cisely aligned with one another and with the servo
converter circuit. The circuit includes an integrated head. As stated above, the system could be used in
circuit U601 which functions as a digital-analog con 35 conjunction with the servo head during normal opera
verter, and which produces an analog signal on lead 100 tion of the disc drive to provide servo control signals
having an amplitude corresponding to the binary coded for the servo head. For that purpose, it is merely neces
digital signals D0-D5 applied to the input terminals sary to apply the analog output of the circuit of FIG. 2
A6-A of the integrated circuit. The analog output to an appropriate servo system which may, for example,
signal on lead 100 is applied to an analog follower stage 40 be of the type described in U.S. Pat. No.
U603 which produces the signal with the same polarity 4,075,667-Rose et al.
The system of the invention has the following advan
at its output. The output terminal of the stage U603 is
connected to a 3.01 kilo-ohm resistor R613 which, in tages over the prior art. In curve A of FIG. 4, peak a is
of slightly different amplitude from peak b, and peak c
turn, is connected to a 3.01 kilo-ohm resistor R614. The
junction of resistors R613 and R614 is connected to one 45 is slightly different from peak d, because of normal
of the inputs of an analog inverter stage U604. The distortion in the read channel, such as is caused by
other input of stage U603 is connected to a 1.5 kilo-ohm bandwidth limitations. Consequently, it is less accurate
grounded resistor R610, and the other input of stage to compare a with d orb with c than to compare a with
U604 is connected to a grounded 1.5 kilo-ohm resistor c or b with d. However, if baseline shift is present due
50 to recovery from head selection, or from previous writ
R6.
The output terminal of stage U603 is connected to a ing, as is shown in curve AA of FIG. 4, it can be seen
double CMOS switch U607, and the output terminal of that comparing a with c orb with d will yield an errone
stage U604 is also connected to the CMOS switch and ous result. In the present invention, the magnitude of
to resistor R614. The CMOS switch is operated by an a+b is compared to c+d, so as to eliminate the effect of
input D7 which, in one binary state causes the switch to 55 the bandwidth distortion and of the baseline shift.
It will be appreciated that while a particular embodi
pass the ouput from stage U603, and in a second binary
state causes the switch to pass the output from U604. In ment of the invention has been shown and described,
this way, the analog output applied to comparator U609 modifications may be made, and it is intended in the
is either positive or negative, depending upon the sign claims to cover all embodiments which come within the
of the digital input, as indicated by the state of signal 60 true spirit and scope of the invention.
What is claimed is:
D7.
1. In a disc drive which includes a plurality of read/The output terminal of the CMOS switch is con
nected to one input of comparator U609 through a 10 write magnetic heads and a servo magnetic head
kilo-ohm resistor R623, and the analog signal from the mounted for simultaneous movement by an actuator in
circuit of FIG. 2 is also applied to that input through a 65 response to a servo signal from the servo head, and in
10 kilo-ohm resistor R624. The other input of the com which the positions of the read/write heads are individ
parator U609 is connected to a 5.1 kilo-ohm grounded ually adjustable with respect to the servo head, a system
resistor R627. The output terminal of comparator U609 for indicating any misalignment of the individual read/-

However, for excessive head misalignments on one
side of the servo tracks, transistor Q603 becomes con
ductive to cause operational amplifier U616 to produce
a negative analog output of optimum value; and for
excessive head misalignments on the other side of the
servo tracks, transistor Q604 becomes conductive to
cause operational amplifier U616 to produce a positive

4,477,849
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10
write heads as the particular head produces a cyclic detector circuitry for producing an analog output signal
position signal in response to position signals pre having an amplitude corresponding to the difference
recorded on alignment tracks of an alignment disc, each between the algebraic sum of the positive and negative
cycle of said cyclic position signal having a first seg peak
amplitudes of the first segment and the algebraic
ment with positive and negative peak amplitudes and a sum of the positive and negative peak amplitudes of the
second segment with positive and negative peak ampli second segment.
tudes, the positive and negative peak amplitudes of said
2. The system defined in claim 1, in which said bal
first and second segments being equal when the particu anced
circuit includes a linear amplifier, and in
lar head is in registry with the corresponding alignment which input
said system includes a summing circuit con
track, and the positive and negative peak amplitudes of 10 nected
said four peak detectors in said peak detector
one or the other segments decreasing when the particu circuitryto for
producing an output signal representing
lar head moves out of registry with the alignment rack the algebraic sum
of the outputs of the four peak detec
to one side or the other thereof, said system including
circuits, and an automatic gain control circuit con
balanced gating circuitry having four output circuits for tor
respectively producing four gating signals respectively 15 nected to said summing circuit and responsive to the
thereof for producing an automatic gain control
timed to occur in time coincidence with respective ones output
of the positive and negative peak amplitudes of said first signal for said linear amplifier.
3. The system defined in claim 1, in which said gating
and second segments; a balanced input circuit con
nected to the particular head and including first and circuitry contains a frequency-independent phase-shift
second outputs respectively applying the cyclic position 20 ing circuit so that the system may be used with a wide
signal and its complement to said gating circuitry to variety of recorded signals without adjustment.
4. The system defined in claim 1, and which includes
cause said gating circuitry to cause said gating circuitry
to produce said four gating signals at the respective circuitry connected to said peak detector circuitry for
output circuits thereof; peak detector circuitry includ limiting the analog outputs thereof to a predetermined
ing four peak detector circuits respectively connected 25 maximum.
to said four output circuits of said gating circuitry to be
5. The system defined in claim 1, and which includes
individually gated by respective ones of said four gating an analog/digital converter coupled to the output of
signals, means connecting two of said peak detector said output circuitry to convert the analog output signal
circuits to the first output of said balanced input circuit therefrom into a corresponding digital signal; and a
and further means connecting the other two of said peak 30 digital display device coupled to the output of the ana
detector circuits to the second output of said balanced log/digital converter.
input circuit, said four peak detector circuits collec
6. The system defined in claim 1, in which said gating
tively detecting the positive and negative peak ampli circuitry includes first and second comparators inter
tudes of each of the two segments of each cycle of said connected to provide a quadrature shift to the cyclic
position signal and providing four analog outputs corre 35 position signal from said balanced input circuit which is
sponding thereto; and output circuitry connected to the independent of frequency.
sk
sk
xk
ce
ck
outputs of said four peak detector circuits in said peak
40
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